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Uncertain Performance
Just how well is the Nigerian Economy performing? In the absence of a holistic report articulating the economic performance of Nigeria, no one could claim to know. There are only a lot of partial views on different aspects of the economy being expressed by different government officials. Little surprise that there will be controversies at the highest policy levels about whether the economy is weak or strong. Nigeria needs to show a stronger sense of responsibility in reforming aspects of its economic policy machinery like provision of required data, and periodic articulation of the main issues arising from the data in formal official economic reports. But more importantly, since the President and the National Assembly are the ones with the electoral mandate to manage the national economy, and unelected heads of economic agencies are their appointees, the President and the National Assembly must accept direct responsibility for policy conception and design, and leave implementation to unelected appointees in charge of economic policy agencies, but hold the appointees accountable for the tasks they are appointed to carry out.

Data Readings
Economic policy is about measuring and influencing economic outcomes. For us to be able to act on economic information, data readings must be available in a timely fashion. Late readings will at best mean no action is taken, or at worst that wrong actions are taken. Timely readings will stimulate discussions that will inform meaningful policy actions. The reality in Nigeria is that annual data updates, yearbooks and fact-books needed to undertake holistic assessments can no longer be relied upon to arrive in time to be meaningful inputs into forward looking assessments of the performance of the economy. Data providing agencies generally feel no responsibility to publish data updates on any due date. The 2012 edition of the Annual Report of the Central Bank of Nigeria which is normally published by the end of June each year is yet to be published in October 2013. The latest Annual Abstract of Statistics available from the National Bureau of Statistics is for 2010. Quarterly and monthly data releases have become irregular, depending on the agency concerned. NBS now regularly provide quarterly output data and monthly consumer price index figures in a very timely fashion, but does not provide expenditure and employment figures with any regularity. The Central Bank is now reasonably up-to-date with monthly data on interbank rates, reserves and oil price on its website, but monetary aggregates and bank rates are not as up to date, and its monthly and quarterly reports arrive too late to be useful for any forward looking evaluation of economic performance. The monthly AGF Report on the fiscal operations that is meant to be on the website of the Office of the Accountant General of the Federation is not made available with any regularity. Same with monthly debt figures from the Debt Management Office (DMO). There is a need for the Federal Ministry of Finance to coordinate data coming out of the various agencies under it to ensure they are released monthly in a more up-to-date fashion. More generally, there is a need for government to show a stronger sense of responsibility in the ensuring that agencies that are charged with the responsibility to provide economic data do so in a timely fashion, preferably on preannounced dates. The President and the National Assembly need to ensure that necessary mandates/statutes are updated and sufficient funds are appropriated for data providing agencies.

President’s input
The Government of Nigeria should ensure that once necessary data are provided, the main trends in the data are holistically evaluated and articulated in published reports at the beginning of each month, each quarter and each year. There is the need for generating a central view of the trends and outlook of the key variables in the economy, as well as the areas of uncertainty about the veracity some of the data, or uncertainty about the extent to which
some of the data reflects the economic realities that we are trying to evaluate. Presently, the only time that the President is obliged to say anything about the economy is when he proposes the annual appropriation bill to the National Assembly towards the end of each year. On such occasions, interest in the economy is necessarily limited to those aspects that are needed to form reasonable views about expected revenues and required expenditures. There is a need for Nigeria as a nation to find another way of annually engaging the President and the National Assembly (and State Governors and State Houses of Assembly) solely on the performance of the economy, apart from budget; by instituting an annual ‘State of the Economy’ address to a joint session of the Senate and the House of Representatives at the beginning of each year for example. Such a practice will oblige the President to provide an annual written articulation of his thinking about where the economy is coming from, where it roughly is, and where it is heading to. Public presentation of the same to the National Assembly will mean that legislators and the general public have some minimum concrete information about the current state and outlook of the economy. Debates about economic policies in parliament, National Economic Council and Federal Executive Council will be better informed, economic legislations will become more prolific and better focused, while economic performance will be easier to gauge and guide. Even the general public will be better placed to provide constructive inputs into the formulation of the President’s and National Assembly’s thinking about the evolution and outlook of the economy. This has been the practice since the enactment of the Employment Act (1946) in the United States where the President relies on the three-member Council of Economic Advisers (CEA), with a secretariat of another two dozen economists within the Executive Office of the President, to help him put together his annual ‘Economic Report of the President’. The CEA also advises the President of the United States on economic policy and provides much of the objective empirical research for the White House. The CEA has become an incubator for new ideas and a breeding ground for future leaders of many vital economic policy agencies in the US. The current nominee for the position of chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, Janet Yellen, the current chairman, Ben Bernanke, and his predecessor, Alan Greenspan, have all previously chaired the CEA. The CEA does not deal with the budget as the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), the largest office within the Executive Office of the President, assists the President to prepare the budget and also measures the quality of agency programs, policies, and procedures and to see if they comply with the President's policies. It is important to note that the CEA and the OMB do not implement policies.

**National Assembly’s input**

As Nigeria's democracy matures, the National Assembly needs to play a stronger role in pushing for improved economic performance in Nigeria. As the example of the US Employment Act that has enabled successive US Presidents to have a controlling grip on the country's economic performance shows, the role of the legislature in bringing about stronger economic performance is vital. Forward looking legislations are required in different areas of the economy to ensure improved economic performance. Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the Government Accountability Office (GAO) are two agencies within the US parliament that have become pillars of stellar economic performance management in the US. Needless to say, the CBO and the GAO do not implement policies. The British Parliament’s legislations in the last decade and a half also provides very inspiring examples of the role of the legislature in ensuring improved performance and highest levels of accountability of fiscal and monetary policy agencies. Amendments to existing legislations are required in many cases, and new legislations will be necessary to ensure that key economic agencies become more focused and accountable for their impact on the nation’s economic performance. Agencies’ accountability to the parliament in Nigeria is currently restricted to budget and annual financial reports. But it is standard requirement in most democracies for treasury and central bank to submit their plans for legislative scrutiny, even when they are operationally independent. Unlike the Bank of England and the Federal Reserve Acts that require policy committees to be directly accountable to the parliament for their past actions and future plans, the CBN Act of 2007 has no provision for accountability of the Monetary Policy Committee, only requiring the committee to submit a report of its activities in each year to the internal board.
of the CBN, making the policy process both independent and unaccountable. Operational independence necessitates accountability. Under the Federal Reserve Act, the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System must appear before Congressional hearings at least twice per year regarding the efforts, activities, objectives and plans of the Board and the Federal Open Market Committee with respect to the conduct of monetary policy. The statute requires that the Chairman appear before the House Committee on Banking and Financial Services in February and July of odd numbered years, and before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs in February and July of even numbered years. Accountability must not be sacrificed on the altar of independence.

**Economic Agencies’ input**

Ministers and heads of government economic agencies charged with the implementation of economic policies in Nigeria have no opportunity at all to articulate their views on how their work contributes to the performance and outlook of the Nigerian economy. Apart from opportunistic and defensive informal speeches, informal presentations, media statements and interviews, policymakers in Nigeria do not provide any written periodic articulation of how their agencies’ activities contribute to the performance and outlook of the economy. Key economic policy agencies should be required to prepare and publish periodic reports on the developments and outlook of the aspects of the economy under their watch, not just annual reports and statement of accounts. The Federal Ministry of Finance should publish periodic reports on the Performance and Outlook of the Budget of the Federal Government in relation to the evolution and outlook of the economy. The Central Bank should publish periodic reports on the developments in and outlook of the different aspects of the economy under its watch, mainly Monetary Policy Outlook and Financial Stability Outlook, similar to the Inflation Report and the Financial Stability Report regularly published by the Bank of England. It will be best if all such reports are published on preannounced dates to facilitate public debates, and later publicly presented to the relevant committees of the parliament. The heads of these agencies currently only appear before the National Assembly by invitation on ad-hoc basis to address one aspect or the other of their operations. It will best to schedule periodic public hearings that focus holistically on all aspects of how their activities contribute to the performance of the economy. Ongoing constructive public engagement of the executive with the legislature is crucial for ensuring improvements in national economic performance. The President and the National Assembly should however stop passing the buck of policy conception and design to agencies that should ideally only implement. The ideal situation is to regard the policy agencies as the sports team on the pitch, the President and his team as the technical crew, and the National Assembly as the match officials/regulatory authority that can either commend or call both the team and technical crew to order. Recent practice in Nigeria has been more like saddling the team on the pitch with the task of being its own technical crew, as well as officiating. Performance improvements will be difficult to conceive, hard to communicate, and even harder to assess, by the player-cum-coach/official.

**A Closer Look at Recent Performance**

Nigeria’s economy has grown very fast in the last thirteen years in response the surges in global oil and non-oil commodity prices. In particular, Nigeria’s nominal GDP has doubled from N20 trillion in 2007 to N40 trillion in 2012! Oil and gas output rose from N7.5 trillion in 2007 to 15 trillion in 2012. Non-oil GDP rose from N12.5 trillion in 2007 to N25 trillion in 2012. Crops rose from N6 trillion in 2007 to N12 trillion in 2012. Trading and commercial services rose from N6 trillion in 2007 to N11 trillion in 2012. Comparatively, with a nominal GDP of $250 billion in 2012 ($451 billion PPP), Nigeria is the 30th (40th in 2005, 52nd in 2000) largest economy in the world (PPP), 2nd largest within Africa behind South Africa, and on track to overtake South Africa and become one of the 20 largest economies in the world before by 2020 (if recent trends persist!!!). Its small manufacturing sector is the third-largest on the continent, and produces a large proportion of goods and services for the West African region. With a population over 160 million people, GDP per capita was $1560 Nominal, $2,800 PPP in 2012, Nigeria is once again a middle income economy, an emerging market, with expanding financial, service,
communications, and entertainment sectors. However, the trouble with Nigeria’s recent growth performance is sustainability, because:

1. Nigeria’s growth is far too cyclically dependent on global commodity price swings, and is most likely to be reversed in the face of a protracted global economic contraction that sees a sustained decline in global prices of crops and oil, as was Nigeria’s experience in the eighties and the mid-nineties.

2. Nigeria’s growth has weak structural underpinnings as crop production is surging in response to favorable global prices, uninsured against income and price risks, and forward linkages from crops to manufacturing/industry are weakened by domestic energy supply and transportation failures, while wholesale and retail trade is booming on the back of improved crops income, but held back by high domestic logistics costs. These structural constraints must be relaxed to ensure that Nigeria can continue to grow in a weak global commodity price environment like the commodity-importing G-20 economies are doing in the face of high commodity prices.

3. Nigeria’s growth is sectorally concentrated as 90 percent of economic activity and growth come from three or four sectors (oil, crops, trading, and real estate). The remaining 29 or 30 sectors account for only ten to 20 percent of economic growth and activity, including telecoms, manufacturing, banking, insurance, construction and all the other big name sectors.

4. The Nigerian growth sectors are regionally concentrated, creating widening diversity in regional economic activity and growth. Growth exclusion is increasingly stirring socio-political discontent in the excluded regions, with growing threats of a spillover of the restiveness to regions that are included in the growth process.

Attainment of Nigeria’s 2020 aspirations will require insurance of the income and price risks that might reverse the growth in crops in the event of weakening of commodity prices, and a broadening of the sectoral and regional bases of growth through transport system and energy supply reforms that will boost the competitiveness of manufacturing/industry and enhance growth linkages between sectors, cities, states and regions.

**Boosting Future Performance**

In particular, Nigeria requires immediate domestic rail transportation reforms that would strengthen economic linkages between sectors, cities, states, and regions, and make Nigeria’s growth more inclusive. The sectoral structure of Nigeria’s GDP in 2012 in which oil contributed 37%; agriculture, 33%; services, 28%; but manufacturing contributed only 2% underscores the urgent problem that Nigeria must address. High-speed rail networks are needed to re-connect the once vibrant Nigeria’s manufacturing and industrial clusters to the boom in agriculture and oil production. This holds the key to the sustenance of Nigeria’s growth beyond the current boom in global commodity prices. Nationwide rail sector reform is one single reform that is needed to release the latent growth energies in many of Nigeria’s sectors (crops, metal ores, coal, and numerous other non-metallic minerals, real estate, manufacturing, building and construction, and tourism), cities, states and regions. With the world’s seventh largest population, Nigeria must be the only large country without a modernized high speed rail sector. With more than 160 million people to move across thirty-six states and the FCT, spread over 774 local government areas, annual crops, livestock, forestry, fishery, petroleum products, and solid minerals output in excess of 440 million tonnes, with an even larger volume of merchandise imported through the airports, seaports and land borders, the business case for accelerating the development of high-speed rail transport in Nigeria should be evident. The developmental impact is even more compelling. Competitiveness in manufacturing and broader industrial activities depends very critically on the existence of a transport-cost reducing fully functioning modern rail sector. Train terminuses have historically been known to open up new markets, which propelled the growth of major Nigerian cities and triggered the emergence and growth of regional industry clusters across Nigeria. Since the collapse of the rail transport system in the 1980s, the markets surrounding the terminuses have either declined or died altogether, all major Nigerian cities, except Lagos and Abuja, have declined markedly, regional industrial clusters are dead; in the absence of rail transport, only parts of Lagos and Ogun States have sufficient proximity to
the ports to sustain industry clusters. Revival of cities and industries requires a fully functioning rail transport system that will link the activities centres to the ports and one another. Metal Ores and Coal production can only thrive in the presence of rail transportation. Nigeria can extract additional growth by exploiting these two minerals that abound in the Northeast and the Southeast respectively. Growing long term savings represented by the pension fund assets need long term investment ventures which are currently absent in Nigeria. Opportunities for investing these funds in the rail sector will be in the long term interest of the savers and the country. Government can grant rail development concessions across the six geopolitical zones of the country, issue rail bonds, or even levy rail specific taxes to provide part of the required funding, in addition to funds that could be contributed by concessionaires, joint venture partners, public-private-partners, and ultimately, user charges.
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